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ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF ATKINSON OPERATORS
By
Harro Heuser
1) Notat-ions: In this paper E denotes a linear space, o"(E)
the set of all endomorphisms of E~ L(E) the set of all
continuous endomorphisms of E if E is equipped with a
vector space topology. If T~OtE), then
N(T) ={x: Tx= at
B(T) = t Tx: x E: E f
0( (T) = dim N(T)
~(T) = codim B(T)
Based on the work of Fredholm, Po Riesz and Noether, Atkin~
son defined t{ie abstract concept of a Fredholm operador on
a Banach space E : T E;i!( E) is called a Fredholm operator
if ()((T) and (.?J(T)are both finite and B(T) is closed. As
was shown later by Ka to , (3 (T) <CD already implies that
B(T) is close'. When considering continuous operators T on
a Banach space E for wi.ch only one of the numbers ex. (T)
;3(T) was supposed to be finite, Atkinson remarked that the
h pothesis "B(T) is closedil was not sufficient to establish
a satisfying theory. He therefore introduced the stronger
hypothesis of relative regularity: T Sae(E) is calles rela-
tively regular if there exists a S ~ ~(E) such that
T S T = T
This definition can be carried over to the algebra ~ (E)
for an arbitrary topological vector space Eo Pf etsch proved
that in this case T is relatively regular if and only if T
is open and N(T) as well as B(T) has a topological comple-
ment in E. He then built up a theory of relatively regUlar
operators T on a locally convex space for whi ch at least one
of the numbers cX(T)'(6(T) is finite.
Since the defining properties of these operators can be ex-
pressed in purely algebraic terms it seems natu ra.L't;o deve-
lop an algebraic theory of "Atkinson Oper-ators",
This concept will be defined presently and the salient fea-
tures of this theory w iLl. be outlined e.
2)' Basic Definitions: Let A.be an algebra of operators (en-
domorphisms) on the arbitrary vector space E. T ~6( is
called relatively regular (with respect to~) if there
exists a S f ~ such that TST = T.0Z..is called normal if the
twovs i.ded ideal 0;:; (GR.) of all finite-dimensional operators
in OZ consists only of relatively regular operators.
If l>( is normal and contains the identity transformation I
then T ~ ~ is called an Atkinson operator (with respect to
~), if T is relatively regular and at least one of the .
numbers 0( (T), (6 (T) is finite. I f both numbers ct (T), 0 (T)
are finite then T is called a Fredholm operator. r3f.. stands
for the set of all Atkinson operators in 75<.. ,~, C9-?>, res-
pecti vely for the set of all Atkinson operators IvithO! (T)<C(J
(?; (T) < CO respectively, and Z for the set of all Fred -
holm operators in 'OZ Hence 'de have:
L = Old. n OZ~
An algebra rPv on E is called saturated if to each pair of
ordered finite sets 1,Xl" •• ' Xn], 'lYl' .. " YnY in E of
wh'i ch the first one is linearly independent there exists i3
T ~ ~ such that Txv ::: Yv for v = 1, ••• , n.
3) Examples of normal operator algebras LR.
a) '0'(E) is normaL Actually, each T E..lc E) is relatively
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regular (with respect to 1(F),
b) If E is locally convex, then r!<.(E) is no rma'L,
c) Let E be a topol.ogical vector space wi th topological dual
E1. i:..(E) is normal if and only if E~ ::: {OJ or E-l is to~
tal. '
d) A saturated algebra 0\ is normaL
4) Characterization and basic properties of Atkinson opera--
.!.2!:§..
By ~ we understand the quotient algebra fY.--/4(~J; T is
the equivalence class of T E:~ in &..0
Theorem L- Let6Z.be a normaf'-eperaro r algebra containing I,
Then the following statements are equivalent:
a) T E. 01.
b) There exist a 8 E- ~ and a Ke cJh ( 6Z) such that either
8T :::: I - K or T8:: 1 - K
,c) T is .ei the r left regulai: Or right .regu.Larv.
Theorem 20'" Let ~ be as in theorem 1" Then
a) T ~ Ok~ T
b) T e 01,t2>~ T
,', A




From theorem 2 the following theorem 3 can be dedu~ed tn an
obvious-way"
Theorem :-3.'~Let ~'e as in Theorem 1 then:
a) OLD( J Olf.> ~ L. aye semi~g cups,
b) ST 6: O{a ~ T G Olo<
c) STeC(;e ==!> SE.OZj3
d) 8T f: ~ , T 6: 2.. ~S e ct'0(
e) ST Gctfi ,S 6 2:.=> T G-q;s
f) ST6~ ,T€ ~=;>s 6'£
g) ST 62:, ,S e~~TG 2:-
(O{~ - Off'
h) T E.l~ _orO(' K E "P(P)
Definition: 1fT 6q , then the index of T is the number
ind(T) == O-(T) - j3(T)
5) Representations of Atkinson operators.
Theorem 4 .... Let ~ be a saturated algebra containing I (hence
norma.l ) then:·
a) TGO[ and ind(T) 6 0 ~ T == R + K, where R has a left
inverse in R.. and Keg: (R).
1?) T6q and ind( T) ::;;,0 c;:::::::;> T == R + K, where R has a right
inverse in 0< and K G~ (R..).
c) T6:2- and indeT) = a<=> T == R + K, where R has an inver-
se in Rand Ke%(f().
Let ~ :::{TGtl=(: TG~ and ind(T) ::; n1and Tn and arbitra-
ry but fixed operator of :En. Then the following theorem
holds.
Theorem 5.- Let ~ be as in theorem 4. Then
T 6: 2n ~ T ::: Tn R + K, where R has an inverse in R
and Ke~I(),
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For any T e "teE) we have
N{TO) :: N(r) =t 0 ~CN(T) CN(T2)C ... ,
B(To) = B(I) = E.J B(T),) 8(T2).=J ... ,
Definition:.
_pCT) =
. f { K N( K- , KI- L (r.n : T):o N(T )J if such K exi s-ta
if always B(TK) f B(TK+1)teoq(T) -\ - K·inf~ K : B( T ) ::: B( TK+1)} if such K exists
there are the following relations between Gl(T) , (3(T) ,
p(T) and q(T).
Theorem 6.
a) p(T) <ro -=; rX (T) ~f3(T)
b) q(T) <CO ~ P (T) ~ ~ (T)
PJ ' p(:n <CO , q(T) < CO =;0( (T)= ~ (T)
d) ~(T) :::r6(T) < CO and pCT) or q(T) finite ~ peT) :::q(T)<OO
Theorem 70- Let ZI( be a normal operator algebra containing 1
1fT::.: R + K~ where REO<.. has an inverse jn~ KE:-qi(~),
RK:::KR, then TEL 3 ind(T) = 0, andp(r) ~ q(T) < CO
Defini don: A normal operator algebra containing I is called
complete if the following is true for each T E ~ : If
E == C ® B(T) 9 there ex:ists a project ion PEO<. such that
B(P) ::.:C, N{P) =: B(T).
If E is a topological vector space e::J.. (E) is complete if and
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only if is normal.
Theorem 8. - Let R be a complete operator algebra on L If
TE,L, ind(T) ::::0, p(T) < oC and q(,T)c:::::.oc , then there
exist an R6lR, and a KE grr (6Z) such that R has an inverse
in R, RK:= KRand T == R + K. .
6) CX-" 63-, 0- ideals. In thisparograph R. is always a nor-
mal~perator algebra on E containing L ',;-·/1s the radical
~ CR. ~ ~/~~) .h the canonical homomorphismfrom ~ onto
ft: h~T) = T.
Definition:
a) Ano; ->ideal1!A is a left-sided ideal in R.. such that
I - R-eOZrJ... for all RE fe!.-
b) A j-3 -ideal is a right side idea] ~ in' R such that 1-R
E0f;e for all R€~ •
c) A a'-ideal is a one or two-sided ideal-f. in R.. such that
I - REL for all RE.t-
Theor~.- There exist exactly one maximal c(-, ;.3-, and~-
ideal in ~. These ideals are all equal to the ideal
~= h-\'W')
and hence·a~e.0two-sided. Each ex -, j3 - ideal is aD-ideal
contained in ~ •
Theorem 10~~ Let ~)g;'( f() be a two-sided 0 ide~ in R.'
Denote by f2. the quotient a~ebra R. /~ and by T theequi-
valence class of Te~ in ~. Then:
"- .
a) TE%.~ T is left regular.-T€Ol,1.3 ~ T is right regular.-c) T~L ~ T is regular.b)
7) Thl? spectral stability of the Lndex, Let R.. be an operator
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algebra on E and r-;. a two=si.ded ideal in ~ 0
.~f:in.it:i9nj. (62.;> g) is called an inverse pair if to each
A E- Ij- there exists a num.ber;:; Cf (Al ') 0 such that 1 "'>-'A
has an inverse In ~ for each \.>-..\ «]J
Example§. ;0£ .inl7,grs~ pairs.:
a) E_l Banach .apace , ~ "i'. ~ (-E) ? J-.anY"two-;SiJierl tdaal in
~(E)o
h) E a sequerrt tal.Ly complete Joca'l Iy eonvexapace (.or mo e
gentH'al1y a .p= eenve: space; 0 < p ~ V, 02.. '" ~ (t), Ij- the
tWO=SI dad ideal o,-r all "bounded ope.ratc ra-on Eo
k:,;,gQ-¥~Q ll.o =~et ~ be a no~mal ,.gp€Yat,or algebta on E co~ta:i=
rung 1 ~~a two-~el1ded idea.l:::> CT.h (~,~ and (~,'}.) an ln~r-~
ae pair1'1tderwtes one of the semi~group8()l0\. ,~ ) Z. clf
1\ E- ~ and 1 = tJ-A E.111- then theI'e exists a number, p> O v .
such. that for all,A ~ I A = Uv \ <p, 1 ,= AA E1t1..and ind( l~ AAj =:
Lndf I O"~).
